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Thursday B,omb Score 
Evocuotes Boruch C,ollege 
Last Thursday night at 5 :20 a man phoned Baruch Col­
lege and told the operator, "There is a bomb in the school." 
The administration was promptly- informed and the _police 
were called. Without any hesitation President Weaver, fear­
ing for the safety of the people in the school, cancelled 
classes in progress and postponed classes for the entire eve­
ning. At approximately 5:40 the building was evacuated 
.and the police began searching the building. 
This is what Baruch College looked like after bomb threat last Thursday. 
The police search was unsuccess- ing." Herb Rothman, Special Pro­
ful but at about 7:10 another call jects Editor, yelled out that "now 
came in, this time specifying that the Reporter has a news story". 
the bomb was placed in the 10th Dr. Weaver responded saying, he 
floor cafeteria. At 7:30 Seargent now knows wp.o phoned in the 
The Bernard M. Baruch College 
MONDAY, OVEMBER 17, 1969 �345 A FREE Press 
11.Third World Front" Presents 
Program For Baruch College 
Beginning tonight, November 17 and running through Friday, November 21, the 
"Third World Liberation Front" will present a series of free programs for the benefit of 
all students at Baruch College and people of the community. 
It is hoped that these activities, and future ones, will not only promote an atmos­
phere of understanding and goodwill, but also dissipate any preconceived ideas or con­
fusion that tend to create tension�•-------------------------­
and disharmony between peoples great martyrs, he wil! be able to 
of all races, both here at school provide us with information on 
and in the community, who are exactly how these two men felt 
striving to exercise their · funda- and how their lives really in­
mental rights of life, liberty and fluenced the future of America 
pursuit of happiness. and the world. There will also be 
Even the human mind, with its tapes and records on Malcolm X 
diversely amount of infinite and Dr. King. 
thoughts, is incapable of truly be- On Tuesday and Wednesday, 
lieving that men of all races can November 18 and 19, again in 
peacefully live together without a the Oak Lounge of the Student 
free exchange of questions and Center ,less publicized films about 
ideas: Questions and ideas which the lives of Che, Malcolm X and 
communicate the beliefs of one in- others will be shown for your cul­
dividual or group to another, and tural enrichm3nt, from 5 :30 to 7:30 
only when there is a cross-com- p.m., together wtih post-film dis­
munication between peoples can cussion. 
peace, progress, and harmony bear On Thursday, November 20, be-
fruit. ginning at 5 :30 p.m. until 9 :30 
Having recogniz�d this basic p.m., in Room 4 South, Main 
fact, the Third World Liberation Building, there will be a critique 
Front invites students, faculty and of the Third World Movement. 
staff, professors, friends and foes, Representatives from The Black 
and in short "the whole damned Panther Party, NAACP, Republic 
community" to participate in any of New Africa, Young Lords, 
one or hopefully all of the follow- CORE and the Black and Puerto 
ing exchange of ideas. Rican Students . Community will 
not only sp�ak about their respec­
tive parties, but will also question 
and criticize each other, and also 
in turn be open to questions and 
criticisms from you, the audience. 
If for some reason you are not 
able to attend any of the other 
activities, do yourself a favor and 
don't miss this. 
To wind up the whole week, on 
Friday, November 21, in Ro.om 4 
North, Main Building, beginning 
at 6:30 p.m., there will be a pre­
film discussion of the Algerian 
Revolution. The· film "The Battle 
of Algiers" will be shown at 8 :00 
p.m. This film will indeed lay bare 
all of the torment, anguish, pride 
and victory of the Algerian Rev­
olution. 
But most importantly, remember 
that these programs and future 
attempts to cross-communicate are 
all meaningless unless you, the 
affected, participate. 
All Power to the People. 
Third World Liberation Front. 
To kick off the program, on 
Monday, November 17, beginning 
at 5:30 p.m., in the Oak Lounge 
of the __§tu dent C�nter, guest 
speaker Herman Jasper will speak 
on Martin Luther King and Mal­
colm K. Having been one of the 
privileged few people to know, on 
a personal basis, both of these two 
Negro College 
Urges· Support 
Formen informed the Reporter bomb scare. 













:!� ��� ,Se,Iective port on behalf of the United Negro College Fund is being 
The police departm�nt has a 3 of midterms when they were forced made again to college and university ·students across the 
stage procedure for handling bomb to leave the building. All students Service country, it was announced by Martha B. Lucaii Pate, chair-. threats. First, the patrol force should report to their subject de- man of the Fund's College and School Division. 
comes down and recommends partments to find out when new 
s•1 1• Citing the latest census bureau,• whether or not the area should be midenns will be given. I_ U0 100 . statistics, which show a marked Last year, Colby .College, made a 
evacuated. Second, the Emergency While the students were outside increase in black student eIWoll- gift of $12,200 in memory of the 
































un. · Baruchians were asked what their Selecti·ve Sei�"ce si·tuati·on. 
of the burden of educating these tributed $3,000 since 1967. The Af er t e eVIce was oun m first reaction to the bomb threat ·'" students will be on black colleges. Fund's pre-alumni council raised the school, the police tediously re- was. The responses were as fol- Prof. Edward Rothman will make In order to help alleviate this a total of $129,000, and the college 
moved what turned out to be the lows: a statement regarding the rights of burden I'm calling upon students and school appeal raised another 
inside of a broken telephone. President Weaver - "I feel it is students whose deferments are in of the nation to help make this $45,000 for the 1968 campaign When the building was evacuated probably a·hoax but decided to call jeopardY
- He will answer any ques- trend a success by supporting the drive. President Weaver remained in the police because of the recent tions of a general nature at that College Fund and its 36 member 
front of the school for about an rash of bombing incidents." time. The meeting will take place schools.'' 
In making the announcement, 
Mrs. Pate added, "If colleges are 
experiencing difficulty financially 
these days, black colleges and uni­
versities are having an even more 
trying time. For more than a 
hour talking to students. The Pres- in the auditorium on Thursday, 






1;,ger - "No_ School! November 20th at· 12:15 p.m. This year's appeal is being made 
captain who goes down with the All male students are urged to to more than 4,000 colleges, un-
ship, I don't go up with the build- (Continued on Page 7) attend. versities, professional schools, jun-
_.:...:._ __ __:�-=----------- -------------------�- I ior colleges and private secondary 
Weekend Leadership Training Program 
To Stress Group Dynamics, Human Relations 
A leadership training program stressing group dynamics and human relati_pns will be 
held from Friday evening December 12 thru Sunday December 14. The three day program 
is open to all Baruch students. The program is sponsored by Evening Session Student 
Council in cooperation with the Alumni and Administration. Busses will leave Baruch at 
7 P.M. • 
Started by two professors from 
a midwestern graduate business 
school, the D-Group training meth­
od is now used by Esso Oil Com­
pany for its executives. Combined 
with the facilities at the National 
Training Laboratories at Bethel, 
Maine. The program has been a 
big boon to many companies in 
solving their big problem of how 
to train top and middle manage­
ment. 
The use of the D-Group training 
has also been recognized by the 
State Department as well as many 
colleges and universities through­
out the country. 
Commenting on the program, 
Lewis Sturm, former Reporter edi­
tor and an Accounting Major, said 
"the use of the D-Group method 
is becoming more and more essen­
tial to the executive to properly 
exercise his role.'' 
Professor I. Gregor of the De­
partment of Student Personnel 
Service has assw·ed that there ,vill 
be a lot of learning as well as a 
lot of fun for all going. There will 
be full use of all facilities at Dear­
park Farms Lodge in Cutteback­
ville, N.Y. 
Ron Bruce also of the Depart­
ment of Student Personnel Ser-
vices pointed out that although 
taition at a program of this type 
usually runs from $50 to $100 
Baruchians would pay only $30 
thanks to the various contributions 
received. The price includes meals, 
transportation and all of the lodges 
many facilities. 
The busses will leave from the 
Student Center at 7 P.M. Friday 
and will retw·n early Sunday eve­
ning. The group ,viii bl;) limited to 
only 50 students so you are urged 
to act now - students and faculty 
will be accepted on a first come 
first served basis. Application 
blanks are printed on Page 3. 
schools throughout the country. (Continued on Page 7) 
Baruch Crud. Sch1ool 
Will Be 'Researched 
Research is currently underway to determine the com­
position or profile of the graduate community at Baruch 
College. 
This project under the supervision of Miss Janet Epstein 
(MBA program, Statistics department)1, was conceived in 
order to derive an image of just'• 
who the Baruch graduate stu- tion, graduate designation (Grad 
dent is. 10, 9, 8, etc.), number of courses 
It was learned via Dean Grif- being taken, how many graduates 
fin's office, that the Colleg-e has pursue higher study. 
not made a comprehensive analysis In the spring of last year a 
of the subject. However the Dean questionnaire was mailed to the 
promised to give all possible as- semester's 3,196 enrollment. For 
sistance to the enterprise. the graduate levels 4 thru 10, ex-
The chief objective is to acquire eluding Grad 5, the enrollment 
certain preliminary data in the picture was respectively: 691, 37, 
area of age, sex, religion, marital 48, 865, 627, 628 (10 non matric). 
status, curriculum, place of under- Based singly on returns, these 
graduate stu�y, residence, occupa- (Continued on Page 6) 
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JAY SIEGEL 
Just a littl� note to co=end 
you on the job you're doing as 
Editor-in-Chief of the "Reporter." Jnpulattnu 1.Explnninu 
Editor-in-Chief 
I 
Sheldon Sweid ____________ _rroduction Manager 
It's about time a branch of City The dark shadows of the lVIalthusian prediction University was given a paper that 
isn't eight pages full of liberal and Are growing with an ominous intensity
, 
Alfred Charasz 1i'eatures Editor 
Josephine M. Tuzzeo Copy Editor leftist propaganda. Keep up the The specter of
 starved masses 
Lawrence Kalish "'ews Editor good work. · On shrinking land, 
Pat Figorito Arts Editor 
JoAnne Anderson Club News Editor 
Herb Rothman .<:!pecial Projects Editor 
Very truly yours Struggling for living space, 
E,ay Fitz .Gerald Amidst a choking density, Eveniri_g Student 
Barnch College While pious souls, 
Penelope Lockbridge hoto Editor 
__________________ ,,_.1dve1·tising Manager 
* * Misguided by some men in black, 
Ilene Mass --�------------Office Manager Editor's Note: Thank you., Their collars starched 
Val Cavalier Graduate Liaison To the Editor: As are their dated dreams, The undersigned evening stu- ob·1· · t h Lewis Sturm 1i'ditor Emeritus 
Marion Johnston 1i'ditor Emeritus dent herewith firmly protests 
lVIOUS o t e spectacle 
ag,iinst ,your official endorsement Of hungry masses' desperate screams, 
of Senator Marchi for the recent Follow their own narrow Burt Beagle 1i'ditor Emeritus 
NEWS AND FEATURE STAFFS: Reuben Samuel, Wendy Drobes, 
Ken Weiner, Mike Strick, Joel Thaler, Annette Bruccoleri, Paul 
Guzzardo, Robert Lewis, Frank Kump, Victoria Caroline, Eliza­
beth Hall. 
�ity elections in your October 27th And unenlightened path. 
JSSt:e. Apart from tl:e fact that.the 'Tis bad enouo-h that they do thus choice of the candidate certainly C 
.0 
did not. -repres·ent the opinion of ,, ondemn ��1eir own, 
the majority of the students as The question I do ask of them: 
MAX SEIGEL 
Faculty 4"dvisor 
evidenced by the election results Why us? vVhy us? 
Published weekly during the school term by the Publications Association of the 
Evening Session of The Bernard M. Baruch College, The City University of New 
York. Address all communications to The Reporter, J!ox 19D, 137 East 22nd Street, 
New York, N. Y. 10010 - '307-E Student Center. Office hours 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. 
Monday through Thursday, Telephone GRamercy 3-7748 or ORegon 3-7700 Ext. 313. 
Editorial opinions are the view of The Managing Board and do not necessarily 
represent those of the College or the University. National Advertising Representative 
_
The National Educational Advertising Service. 
· we1/ Do t
On Our Own 
I dispute your right to the en­
dorsement of any candidate in the 
"Reporter" as the official publica­
tion of our evening student body.
It is a known fact that at least 
a major portion of the costs for 
publishing the paper is covered by
your receipts of part of the stu­
dent activities fees, paid by every­
one of the students together with 
the tuition fees at time of regis­
tration. I wish to make it very 
clear to you at this point that I 
do not want to have any cent of 
my hard earned money ,spent on 
your political efforts a.µd ambi-
President Weaver has fav.orably res"'onded to "student 
tions, and my feelings are shared
l'' by almost all my fellow students 
involvement" by asking both Day and E,vening Sessions to to whom I spoke on the subject. 
make recommendations for Dean of Students. About two I am sure that when allocating 
months ago Day Session formed a committee to make these funds to the publication the Ad­
recommendations. Evenin!r Session, STILL, has not yet acted. 
miniStration did not consider part 
- of their use to be for par:tisan-
To prevent E,vening Session being unheard from, AGAIN, political purposes. 
The Reporter is sponsoring an election (see Page 1) to de- As the Marchi endorsement had 









ly believe that this extensive survey of students will be more Department of Student Activities 
of an accurate indication than a last minute popularity you have to take full responsibility 
contest held by Council members. £or your editorial which under the 
To be effective though we need votes. We need MANY c
ir�um�tances. r. can only c1:U a 













a large vote turnout will, a) indicate students' interest in tion candidates 
e 
were unable or 
the selection of Dean and b) accurately indicate the choice unwilling to make a personal ap­
of the students from Evenino- Session. The heavier the tum-
pearance at the Colle�e �or such 
· . 
ht 
O , • • too often abused prme1ples as 
out is, the mo'.re weig the ele_ction will _carry when Presi- "Freedom of the Press' can pos-
dent Weaver does make the fmal select10n for Dean. We sibly serve as basis for the ex­
wish to stress that this election will not be the only criteria planation which you owe to the 
used when the President makes his choice. However it will vast ma�ori�y of us, who_ �ay for 
give a clear cut indication of how the students truly feel 
t�e publication of an official eve-
. , . mng students paper a�d do not 
about the candidates. We re hopeful that the un,biased pro- share your political ideas. At this 
cedure for selecting the candidates and the election itself, stage it also appears to have be-
will assist President Weaver. · come imperative for the Adminis-. tration, before collecting any fur-
Discussion Will Be Held 
On Federol Government Jobs 
ther Student Activities Fees from
the · students at future registra­
tions, to. take a second look at the 
distribution of the funds and to 
make sure that none of it is, spent 
on promoting the interests of any 
of our political parties. 
John Dulber 
Alfred Charasz 
�I iuh 1£nur 
To a true love devine - that never chose to be mine, 
It could have been sweet - but alas the ends could 
meet, 
It was his fault, but I didn't see, 
For love is blind, alas for thee, 
I was saddened and worried with woe, 
Day and night my tears would flow, 
For I still saw a true love with warmth, a true 
Love with happiness and a true love with song, 
And in my heart, I'll cherish him always, 
Forever each way, forever each day 
For I did lose my own true love, 
The one that I could only ever thing of. 
Juliette Le Claire 
lVIy heart betrays me; it will not rest, 
This wildly beating traitor in my breast. 
I lmow my smiles are his alone on meeting, 
And eyes light up as we exchange our greeting. 
But this is wrong, a wanton thing to do. 
Why can I speak and laugh with everyone but you? 
lVIy heart betrays me with a love I dare .not mention. 
The seeds of love must thrive on love's attention. 
never 
For love is like a garden; tend it gently all the while. 
It needs the tender warmth and sunshine of your smile. 
The sweet rain of your kisses can only do it good, 
With words of feeling, but you assume the words are 
understood. 
How can love grow if it is starved each day? 
In love, I want to touch you; I cannot draw away. 
But love is not exclusive; we must freely take and share, 
For only in the giving, will we find it waiting there. 
And I must dare to love you, though I risk a painful fall; 
The more I love, the more I'm loved; and that's the best 
of all! 
Cathi De Loiatrro The Placement Office and the Political Science De­
partment cordially invite all Baruch College students, 
graduate as well as undergraduate to attend: 
Editor's Note: No, thank you. ----------,----------------
WHAT - Federal Government Career Fair 
WHERE - Student Center - Marble Lounge 
135 East 22nd Street 
WHEN - Tuesday, Noveember 25, 1969 
10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. 
Representatives from Federal agencies will be pre­
sented to answer your questions about the large variety of 
career opportunities available to Baruch College graduates 
in the Federal service. Among those Federal agencies that 
are scheduleµ to be represented are: 
Department of Health Education and Welfare 
Department of Housing and Urban Development 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Bqreau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs 
Civil Service Commission 
Commodity Exchange Authority 
Defense Contract Agency 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
General Services Administration 
Internal Revenue Service 
Social Security Administration 
We look forward to seeing you in the Marble Lounge. 
Library Deficient? 
A request was made in Baruch 
library last week for Paul Good­
man's Growing Up Absurd, The 
attendant searched the card file 
of loaned books; then he checked 
the stacks; and then l1e scanned 
the lost books reco1,ds. 
There he ,had success - after a 
fashion. When the attempting bor­
rower inquired as to the date the
book was reported missing, the re­
ply was "I have no idea." 
What happens when tomes are 
reported lost? How long is it be­
fore a repurchase is made? What's 
the procedure for new books "in­
process"? 
Recently a professor commented 
on the shabby condition and gen­
eral sloppiness of the library say­
ing that he had once recommend­
ed purchase of several copies of a 
book required by his course. The 
suggestion was rebuffed ,and now 
to book is hard to come by be­
cause it's out of print? He con-
(Continued on Pago 6) 
Gradu.ale llssocialion 
Bas Representatives 
Last sp�-in� the graduate student of Baruch College voted for 
a new constitution and for r�presentatives to a boa1·d of governors, 
wl�ose task would be to p1:0Vlde guidance, leadership in graduate af­
fairs, and to act aggressively regarding graduate interests of the 
Graduate Student Association (GSA). Members are: 
-Val Cavalier . . A New Orleanian, he earned a BA in Liberal 
Arts, �rom Lous�ana State University (New Orleans), in 1963. Enroll­
ment ;1� Bar�ch s . Intemational Business curriculum began in 1968 followmg resignation from tl1e �rmy's Military Intelligence branch. 
Val :Vas a:varded a research assistantship this year and is currently 
wor�mg with P1:o�essor Harold Kellar of the Marketing department. 
He 1s graduate liaison to the Rcporte1·. 
-M!chael Delaney .... Received his BA in 1963 from Cathedral Colle�e m Brooklyn. A nat1_ve New Yorker, he has been working for 
the City of New -york, part�culady the Depa1·tment of Relocation and 
Managen:ient Services. Wo_rking toward an MPA, Mike's course require­
ments will be completed m 1970. 
-Janet Epstein . .. BA Economics (1967). Presently enrolled in 
Baruch's Ope:ations 
�search MBA program, she serves as the Board 
of Gov�mers R_ecordin� Secretary. Janet's background includes pro­
g_rammmg exper1enc� w1th the Atlantic Richfield Company and statis­
tical work for a maJor ew York advertising agency and ; Marketing 
Research Company. 
(Continued on Pago 5) 
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Who Ain I?· What Alll I? 
How do others see me? How can I make my 
life worthwhile? These are questions most of us 
ask, but few get any insights to the answers. 
Speaking personally, if I may, I have found a 
key which could unlock the secrets to some of 
these questions. It is a machine, a magic ma­
chine that operntes once or twice a year. Unlike 
most machines that are impersonal and cold, this 
one is warm and feeling. Its prime concern is the 
individual; not the mass. Searchers, gropers, in­
troverts, from all regions of life, are fed into the 
machine. Each finds his own unique experience, 
takes what he needs from the machine and 
emerges elated, enlightened and more aware of 
his total environment. I've seen militants come 
out mild, villains come out heroes; searchers and 
g1·opers come out messiahs - leaders of men. � 
I've seen some of these people as they have 
come out of the machine. They seem worn, weary, 
completely exhausted. Some were crying, most 
carried an empty bottle of "No-Doz." But all 
had the same elated, euphoric look, calm manner, 
all knowing eyes, serene smil�, as if to say "I 
know where it's at." 
When asked of their experiences, they answer, 
"I got high without p�t"; "I've gained a greater 
awareness of myself and the people around me"; 
A New Dean -
Reporter Poll 
The Reporter will make a one month voting 
apparatus available for Evenin5 Session students 
to vote for Dean of Students. Beginning Wed­
nesday, November 26 and continuing until December 24, 
students in Evening Session will be able to cast ballots 
expressing who they feel is most qualified to fill the 
position for Dean of Students. The voting results v,;r:ill 
not serve as a final decision but the Reporter hopes these 
Public Relations head Robert Seaver talks to policeman 
during bomb scare - see story Page 1. 
votes will assist President Weaver' in making the final 
selection. 
Voting booths will be situated at the 14th Street, 21st 
Street and 23rd Street centers. However the voting booths 
at 14th and 21st Street Centers will be available only' 
for one week. (December 8-11). 
The candidates on the ballot will be selected by a) The 
Reporter, b) The Ticker, c) Evening Session Student 
Council, d) The Day Session Committee to Select a Dean 
of Students. Each body will submit three nominations plus 
an alternate selection. If any one of above student bodies 
fails to submit its nominations, the alternate candidates 
will be used. The final list will be presented to the Ad­
ministration to determine if there are any candidates with 
whom they are incompatible. 
After the list is completed, Evening students will have 
the opportunity to vote for one of the candidates or cast 
a write-in selection. 
By Neal BerlJnan 
"I made-out with four girls and eight guys"; 
and worst of all, "I h�ve become more sensitive 
than thou." 
Once back home their close friends find it hard 
to understand the changes that have taken place. 
What does the machine actually do? Each in­
dividual learns something different from the ma­
chine, something unique to himself, useful per­
sonal data on how you perform in a group; how 
you come across to other people, how successful 
you are in communicating and listening. The ma­
chine teaches you not only to communicate with 
others, but also with yourself. As a result, you 
may find that people have been calling to you, 
but you weren't listening. The Machine cleans 
your ears. It doesn't give the answers, rather· it 
gives you the tools in which to define the ques­
tions and seek the answers. Not a cure-all b·ut a 
means to find the causes. 
Those of you who know me and read my col­
umn, may know that I have been through the 
qiachine. It has taught me the meaning of love, 
awareness, communication, sensitivity and sin­
cerity in relations with my fellow m;n. It may 
have a different effect on you. If I were in charge, 
I would require everyone to go through the ma­
chine and to be recharged every six months. What­
ever the effect, the machine is a learning ex­
perience, one which I feel is useful to your living. 
The machine which goes under the code name 
of The Group Dynamics and Human Relations 
Workshop, will be in operation December 12-14 
at Cuttebackville, N.Y. If you value what I have 
said, I urge you to join us, as we once again 
enter the machine and each of us experiences the 
phenomenon of group dynamics and individual 
self-awareness. An application is printed here , . 
below. Don't delay fill it out tonight. 
GROU -DYNAM CS 
DECEMBER 12, 13, 14 
(FROM 7 P.iM. FRIDAY EVENING TO. SUNDAY EVENING} 
AT: IN: 
DEERPARK FARMS CUTTEBACKVILLE, N. Y. 












1 GROUP-DYNAMICS WEEKEND, 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
PHONE __________ AGE ...... CLASS _______ _ 










Leave above coupon in Room 411, Student Center, mail to Student Personnel Services, Baruch 
College, 17 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y. Attn.: Ron Bruse, or call 673-7700 Ext. 314-315. 
HURRY SIGN UP NOW - DEADLINE DEC. 3 
Page Four 
ATTACK! 
By PAUL GUZZARDO 
SEARCHING FOR THOSE OLDIES BUT "GOODIES 
Everyday of the week, this week we shall not sing the 
summertime blues nor the mule skinner blues. The song 
will be the midterm blues. As a student of Baruch I shall 
sing this song also. This week I appeal to the 30 and under 
set, those who were about 17 when rock 'n' roll got its start. 
You shall reminisce by trying to solve the .little story that 
I present to you as follows: -
Hey little girl, come go with me one thousand miles away, 
over the mountain, across the sea to Kansas City. We'll take 
the stroll down Primrose Lane across the sea of love over 
the red river rock to Hony Tonk land. In the still of the night 
you could feel the wayward wind as we write love letters in 
the sand under the moonglow. We will have to climb blue­
berry hill in order to avoid being stranded in the jungle 
covered with poison ivy. Don't become all shook up just be­
cause you see the witch doctor throwing stardust at the 
flabby 16 tons of the purple people eater. Chances are that 
it's all in the game that the two endlessly play. At twilight 
time we shall take a sea cruise way down yonder in New 
Orleans and only you will see the silhouettes in the quiet 
village. We checkea' into the Heartbreak hotel as we, afrived 
in New Orleans. Mr. Lee told us to meet him at the hop. 
It's not for me to say to tell him no; so we went to the hop. 
It's just a matter of time before a dancing battle of New 
Orleans was to commence. It was I who was the first guest. 
Stagger Lee who had Personality came with Patricia, dressed 
in Lavender Blue. Mr. Blue who was a Lonely Boy escorted 
short fat Fannie. Jim Dandy who wore Blue Suede Shoes 
brought his little darlin' Lucille. The poor little fool had a 
'fever due to too much tequila during the long lonely nights. 
Along came Jones eating the honeycomb out of sweet little 
16. Later on, Tom Dooley read the 10 Commandments of love 
from his sacred book of Love. That's why Mack the Knife 
made Venus, a teenager in l0ve with me, come softly to me. 
I told her I'll be satisfied only till I kissed you. 
1I did and 
step by step I went into a sleep walk, since she had kisses 
sweeter than wine. The yakety-yak stopped when Topsy 
played th� teen beat on her happy organ. All of a sudden, 
·charlie Brown, a tutti-frutti entered the room. He was 
dressed in chantilly lace short-shorts and sported tan shoes 
with pink shoelaces. Come to me is what he first said to me. 
He then asked me "do you wanna dance". I said to myself 
it's only make believe and that this was just a dream; but 
love is strange and I called him my party doll and he told 
me "you send me." I said that this should go on forever. I 
found out he had great balls of fire and we began to rip it 
up and at the end "I" became the queen of the hop. What 
a difference a day makes and don't you know when I awoke 
the next day there were tears on my pillow. Frankie told me 
there was lipstick on your collar so don't shake a hand at 
me. I discovered my unforgettable love affair occurred one 
summer night, 26 miles away on Lover's Island, the night 
you were mine. Could this be magic or is it real. I miss· you 
so, Charlie Brown. Finally, Dee Dee Dinah said we belong 
together and tomorrow I'm gonna get married, to him. 
What'd I say I say you're so fine. It's a lover's question 
to find out how many records (1955-1960) I have named in 
this story. Just tell tall Paul in the misty morn or at night 
and Que sera sera. 
THE R EP ORT ER 
Red Cross 
Prot-ests 
WASHINGTON, J:?. C. - The 
American Red Cross urged a 
massive expression of indigna0 
tion over the treatment of U. S. 
prisoners held by the North Viet­
namese. It called on the American 
people to write direct to the presi­
dent of the Democratic Republic of 
North Vietnam to express concern 
about Hanoi's failurn to give cap­
tured U.S. military personnel the 
benefits of the Geneva Conven­
tions. 
Atccording to latest Department 
of Defense figures, 413 Americans 
are known to be prisoners of war 
and 918 others are missing and be­
lieved captured. 
Pointing out that the North Viet­
namese are signatory to the Geneva 
Conventions, Red Cross national 
headquarters have said such a pub­
lic outcry might do much to ensure 
that American prisoners will re­
ceive the humane treatment called 
for in the Conventions. It urged 
that appeals 'be addressed to: 
Office of the President 
Democratic Rep. of North Vietnam 
Hanoi, North Vietnam 
An airma_il letter weighing less 
than one-half ounce takes 25 cents 
in postage, the Red Cross said. 
Meanwhile, the American Red 
Cross is continuing to mge Red 
Cross societies in all parts of the 
world to intercede in behalf of the 
U.S. prisoners with the Red Cross 
Society. of North Vietnam and to 
ask that their respective govern­
ments take similar action with the 
North Vietnamese government. 
In an Americ'an Red Cross-spon­
sored resolution passed without a 
dissenting vote by 77 governments 
and 91 national Red Cross societies, 
the International Conference of the 
Red Cross in Istanbul last month 
urged that all prisoners-of-war be 
given the benefits and protection 
of the Geneva Conventions. 
The Geneva Conventions call for 
all prisoners to be promptly iden­
tified; afforded an adequate diet 
and medical care; permitted to 
communicate with other prisoners 
and the "exterior"; promptly re­
patriated if seriously sick or 
wounded; and at all time be pro­
tected from abuse or reprisals. The 
Conventions also state that a neu­
tral intermediary, such as the all­
Swiss International Committee of 
the Red .Cross, be given free access 




New York - Students from five 
New York colleges - Barnard 
College, Lehman College, Jewish 
Theological Seminary, Yeshiva 
Monday, November 17, 196� 
THE GRADUATE TEMPER 
By CAVALIER 
"THE COTERIE" 
I was unable to get into last week's issue for reasons culpable 
to no one in particular. There was an error (slight), and that's that.­
But there was something that, regardless of the week's passage, should 
nonetheless be presented to you for evaluation: the meeting of the 
Committee on Graduate Studies (Nov. 6th). 
A genial President Weaver was there (briefly) along with leading 
})ersonalities from throughout the college's departmentaling structure. 
Lots of smoke; lqts of witty conversation (but as if by scenario). Dean 
Cohen chaired, occassionally invoking Robert's Rules; interestingly no 
one there knew how an absentee ballot affected a vote. Oh yes, the-
3,000-plus garduate students were represnted by the Graduate Student 
Association's one vote (there were about 15 faculty administrative 
voters in attendance). 
The first business was dispensed with pellmell: the President had 
another appointment. It was resolved that what with open admissions 
coming up and the budget going down, Baruch would raise its grad­
uate admissions standards and get additional $500,000 from a lower­
priority account. It was also decided that an admissions Sub-Committee 
would be created to review applications to the college and to th(I 
matric status. OK 
Next subject: attendance. It was unanimously agreed that class at­
tendance would cease to be madatory, beginning this Spring. Of course, 
where the essence of the course demands participation there will be 
reservations. Good show; here-here. 
Then Prof. Lavende1; made his pitch for the offering of gi·aduate 
level English courses for, principally, MS in Ed. students. 'Ti! now, 
most of this w-0rk has been obtainable only "up town." Moreover, Mr. 
Lavender felt it might benefit the graduate school en todo to have· 
a graduate English department at Baruch. There were some questions, 
some disclaimers, but as I saw it the proposal passed. Fine. 
There followed an interesting round of "textbook· committee dis­
cussion on the subject of Urban fellowships. It seems that John Lind­
says wants to get high-charged students into his office to work along 
with him and his top aides. Each award would be for one year; need­
less to say it would be a plum for the recipient vis-a-vis any future 
;::� d t
andy. But what about class credits during the sabbatical 
The marketing department felt that the small emolument ( about 
$3,500 year) plus prestige was adequate. Then someone mentioned 
that our applicants would not be "competitive" with those from other 
schools where extra credit went with the stipent and the honor - all 
these incentives attract a better candidate. So the question was - can 
we (Baruch) be competitive? 
A brief flurry. Someone made calls to Boston's former Mayor, 
John �ollins to find out what Harvard (etc.) was doing, and a 1�ng 
was sig"Jlaled to a N.Y.C. functionary to find out what the deal was 
for colleges around her. Mind you, it seems very important that we be 
competitive. Competitive; remember that. 
It develops that the range of credit's offered was rid.icously un­
even from_ 3 to about 31, for a years work! (As I recall, ole Harvard 
had the highest absolute number but they have a peculiar weighting 
system for their points, so take a grain.) 
, The upshot of all this was that they decided to give Baruch urban 
fellow (should he be selected by the mayor's office) 3 credits per 
semester toward his degree (i.e. 6 credits) or to obviate his thesis. 
I would like to say here that throughout this urban fellow ruckus 
(�n� thos_e . th�t p�·eceded _  and followed this watershed) there was a distmct disi�clmation to mnovate o·r to lead. Most simply wanted to 
keep pace with other centers - pari-passu - certainly nothing more 
radical. The boundaries of convention were rarely threatened through­
?ut the long evening. There's a familiar comradeship (or bitchiness, 
1f you prefer) at these gatherings. 
What the hell; the donuts Wyre good and the coffee black. 
But, frankly, the_re's was a paucity of intellectuality there. Just 
my personal observation. Of course, they were articulate, but then why 
shouldn't. they_? Sure, there were ideas but nothing that might be labeled distactmg. Frankly, I was disappointed. 
I left early but before that the committee passed judgement on 
a nu1;llber of student appeals. Very fairly handled. The chief insight 
or wisdom to be passed on from this episode is that you had better 
�et your masters. work completed within the six year limits or tough tiddy. The committee was almost intractable here. Keep it in mind. 
The next meeting of this committee will be held on Nov. 26th at 
2:10, in Room 903. Perhaps a request for a time more suitable for 
graduate student attendance - in order to observe - would be un, 
toward. Gay Powe
r - Send letters to me, Paul Guzzardo c/o 
The Reporter. If you want to be discreet, send it to me c/o 
Box 909 Student Center. University and Columbia Univer- =========================
_________________________ sity - will participate in a forum 
Prize Americon Pionist 
Will Be Guest Artist 
discussion -on "American-Je,vish 
Youth Today, ·Where It's At," at 
8 P.M. Wednesday, November 19th 
at the Society for the Advance­
ment of Judaism, 15 West 86th 
Street. Admission is free. 
Representing the full range of 







was the 1965 winner of the Kosciusko Chopin Prize, will be stances, the students will discuss 
the guest artist in the third 'pair of subscription concerts of racism, the war in Vietnam, the 
The Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center this coming :�;
· Ji:�:���· Jewish institutions, 
Friday and Saturday nights (November 28th and 29th) at One of the speakers November 
Alice Tully Hall. Following the • 19th will be a member of the Se-
pattern set by, the Society's two will play the Schumann Opus 12 minary Peace Movement, another 
previous pairs of concerts, the Fri- Fantasy Pieces and will join of Students For A Democratic 
day and Saturday programs will be Chamber Music Society regulars Society, and another of the Jewish 
entirely different, although featur- Pina Carmirelli, violinist; Walter Radical Student Unions; others 
ing the same artists. Friday's con- Trampler, violinist; and Leslie represent conservative and liberal 
cert will have a conventional 8:30 Parnas, 'cellist; in the Brahms G organizations. 
start, while Saturday's will begin Min?r Piano Qua1te�. 1'.'l1;1tist Paula The prog
ram is sponsored by 
at 9 P.M. for the convenience of Robison Sylvester, VJobmst Charles the Society's Social Action Com­
late diners. Treger and Mr. Trampler, all of mittee. Reporter for the forum will 
At Friday night's (November them re�ar a�tists o� The Cham- be Rabbi Alan W. Miller, spiritual 
28th) concert, Mr. Perahia, who her Music Society, ,VJll open the leader of the S.A.J., which is the 
has become a familiar chamber program ,vith a Beethoven Sere- founding synagogue of the Recon­
mu ic player in the New York nade. Miss Carmirelli, Mr. Treger, stl'Uctionist Movement in Judaism, 
con ert halls and on the "Music I 
Mr. Pamas and Charles Wads- established by Dr. Mordecai M. 
from Marlboro" national tours, (Continued on Pag-e 6) Kaplan. 
BOOK RJEVlflE\\V 
By DIA E JAU T 






shed m hardcover and simultaneous Vintage 
A new study of campus unrest concludes that the real 
"campus troublemakers" today are not the students but the 
university presidents and faculties. Laurence J. Kirshbaum 
and Roge� �apoport, co-authors of the study, write that 
these admm1strators form the basis of a rigid bureaucracy 
which completely disregards stu-�·------------­
dents' constitutional rights. En­
titled Is the Library Bu.ming?, the 
study was sponsored by the Car­
negie Commission on the Future 
of Higher Education and will be 
published in both hardcover and 
Vintage editions on Nov mber 11. 
The authors traveled to over thir­
ty-five of the nation's most tur­
bulent university and high school 
campuses in an effo1t to discoveT 
th root of campus disorders. 
In a series of joumalistic vig-
nettes, th book shows the chief 
protagonists of student power dur· 
ing their unguarded moments off 
the national stage. Harvard Pres­
ident athan Pusey is heard con­
fessing from his office in a fresh­
man dormitory: "T don't have time 
for radical students. I'm too busy 
working on faculty appointm nts."• 
San Francisco State Pr sid nt S. 
J .. Hayakawa is heard talking about his battl rnlions: "I enjoyed my-
(Continued on Page 6) 
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ANOTHER FACE 
Barbara Pick 
THE REP ORTER 
Graduate Association . . .  
Page Five 
Focusing the education of future 
military leaders on academic cam­
puses should prevent, not encour-
(Continued from Page 2) age, the development of an inbred 
-John Fitzgerald ... BBA Baruch College (1964). Employed as a officer co11Js. 
Group Insurnnce Underwriter for the New York Life Insurance Com- ROTC has been "a critical corn-
L==========================l I pany while working on his MBA thesis in Management of Human erstone in our national defense for 
Resources. decades," writes Tomlinson. In 
On December second of this year the trial of Richard 
Milhouse Nixon began along with his co-defendant Henry 
Kissinger before an overflow crowd in the sixth circuit 
court in Chicago right next to the newly constructed federal 
building. The trial across the nation became known as the 
trial of the Chicago-2. Judge Julius J. Hoffman was the 
presiding justice. Attorney General John W. Mitchell headed 
the prosecution. Clement F. Haynsworth Jr., the famous 
jurist, conducted the defense for Mr. Nixon. 
... Excerpts of the trial as they appeared in the New 
York Times ... 
Judge: You are accused of plagiarism of the highest 
order. Plagiarizing not only a speech given on March 31st 
2 years ago by a former president - verbatim - but the 
whole war from that former Administration. Plagiarism is 
a class-A felony in Chicago. This is a most flagrant viola­
tion of executive ethics. Did you address the nation and 
state that you will carry on the war until we think victory 
of a sort can be reached? .. . until the war had been Viet­
namized to the satisfaction of the military elite in Saigon? 
Nixon: I want to cross examine that last witness that 
testified against me. I do not want this man seated next 
to me as my attorney. You never asked me whether I wanted 
him as my lawyer. 
Judge: Anymore outburst like that and I will hold you 
in contempt. 
Nixon: You self-proclaimed intellectual. I know your 
type. . I 
Judge: Watch your language, this is a court of law. 
Nixon: You "effete snob". You eunuch! you ... 
Judge: Marshals, have that man gagged and shackled. 
Nixon: I can't be. I have some influences in the Pen-
tagon. I am the President! 
Judge: I will pay no attention to threats to the "silent 
majority". You are givin_g me almost the same amount of 
trouble as the nigger I had in here last month - club that 
man marshals or I will sentence all of you for complicity 
in this grave crime. 
Correction. In last week's issue of The Reporter an 
inert play review was given under my name. I did not write 
that piece. The person who did, is a member of tl:).e student 
government. He did not put his own name under the article. 
But why put my name under the article? 
Tlte MBA: 
HIGH-ER and HIGHER 
By John Fitzgerald 
(Board member, GSA) 
A recent Business Week (10/11) 
article comments on the continuing 
upward price tag for MBA grad­
uates. This repoit based on inter­
views of 1,650 "top B-school grad­
uates " noted that businessmen, 
educators, and government ad­
ministrators had to pay between 
$13,00  and $14,000 for graduates 
compared to last year's $12,000 
and $12.5 0  range. 
Most of the MBAs headed for 
the services business sector of 
brokerages, investment banking, 
management consultants and steel 
(other metals) industries often 
paid $3,000 more than the going 
rate. More than 80% of those in­
terviewd stated that they were 
hired at $12,000 or over and 15% 
hired at $16,000. The study also 
found that firms with 500 or fewer 
employees offered higher salaries 
than the larger firms. 
_ An inbresting difference in this 
year's graduates concerned their 
non-academic a'Cposure. More than 
41 % had completed military serv­
ices (24% last year) and 50% 
had prior full-time work e;,..--peri­
ence (33% last year). 
Also, you ... may be interested in 
responses to a questionnaire recent­
ly mailed by the Graduate Student 
Association to full time g1·ad stu­
dents. Based on initial returns, 
there seems to be a considerable 
deg1·ee of concern regarding the 
caliber of the g1·aduate faculty (of 
a negative nature), course content 
("their realistic value towards the 
degrees received), doctoral pro­
grams. registration, tuition fees 
for grad students, and also, a posi­
tive interest in the Graduate Mar­
keting Society's recently inaugu­
rat urban counselling project. 
About ROTC 
ROTC - the Reserve Officers 
Training Corps program on college 
campuses - is under attack as 
never before in its half-century ex­
istence. At least 50 colleges this 
year have seen anti-ROTC dem­
onstrations; ROTC programs have 
been effectively terminated at 
Harvard, Dartmouth and Columbia, 
and downgraded at another half­
dozen institutions across the United 
States. 
But the radical students, faculty 
members and others calling for 
abolition of ROTC may be missing 
the point, a November Reader's 
Digest aiticle suggests. Their 
challenge is based on two assump­
tions: 1) that ROTC "violates 
academic freedom"; and 2) that 
ROTC courses "do not merit aca­
demic credit." 
"A careful exploration of the 
'academic freedom' line of attack 
shows it to be glaringly unsupport­
ed by facts," says author. Kenneth 
Tomlinson, a member of the Di­
gest's Washington Bureau. "Prob­
ing the charge at eight universities 
in different parts of the coun­
try," he writes, "I found abso­
lutely no 'thought control' in mili­
tary classes." 
Indeed just the opposite is often 
the case, he says. At least one stu­
dent repo1ted that his ROTC 
courses were the only place he 
could find a real give-and-take 
debate on the Vietnam war. More­
over, a number of universities have 
rejected demands to end ROT.C on 
the basis of maintaining academic 
freedom .According to Herman B. 
Wells of the University of "In­
diana, for example, dropping ROTC 
would be "yielding to the same 
kind of pressures which have de­
manded that we cease teaching any­
thing about Karl Marx, Russian 
history and Slavic literature." 
As to charges that ROTC courses 
do not merit academic credit, Tom-
-Richard Allen Herzog ... Graduating from McGill University, World War II, for example, 60,000 
Richard is majoring in International Business at Baruch. His many of the 100,000 reserve officers 
activities include Vice-Chairman of the Board of Governors. mobilized were ROTC graduates. 
-James M. McCarthy .. . Jim, the Chairman of the Board of 
Their contribution led Army Chief 
Governors, received his BA in Political Science from Fordham Uni- �! ��ff\��- ,�f1�r��o�t �:t:!1:/�versity in 1963. H, is now writing his thesis in Public Administration asset we have had in this emer­and should be fulfilling his degree requirements this year. gency." Today, some 200,000 young -Barry R. Schreiber ... After receiving a BA in Psychology from men in 365 colleges and univer­Hofstra College in 1962, Barry entered the business world in Market- sities are enrolled in ROTC pro­ing Research. His experience includes a stint with Ford Motor Com- grams. Army ROTC will turn out pany, and he is now Director of Research for the advertising research some 16,000 officers in 1969 _ 21 division of a major marketing research company. His MBA in Market- times more than West Point. Thfr­
ing Management should be completed during 1970. ty-five percent of Air Force of­
Mr. Cavalier was elected to membership, by the board, two weeks ficers commissioned this year ,vill 
ago in order to fill a vacancy created by the withdrawal of Jeffrey be ROTC graduates. More than 
Cohen. Michael Chang, also a former board member, found it neces- half the Navy's regular line of-
sary to resign because of other commitments. ficers come directly from ROTC. 
There's a great deal going on in the graduate division. In order Moreover, says the article, ROTC 
to thoroughly address its numerous projects, the GSA has urged inter- scholarships make academic de­
ested students to make contact through its College postal box, num- grees available to thousands who 
ber 910. might otherwise be unable to af-
Assistance is required for work on the MBA, MPA, and Educa- ford them. 
tional division study committees. Writers are needed to interpret grad- Committees to study ROTC have 
uate affairs for the Reporter. Workers are required for the Graduate been eStablished on many cam­
Marketing Society's urban counselling program - an operation to which puses. They should, the article 
the GSA hopes to tender financial assistance. (Incidentally, it is known urges, "carefully evaluate and up­
that the names of students who indicated interest in this project via elate the ROTC. curriculum. They 
the recent questionnaire sent to full time graduate students. have should work �th the mmtary and 



























































. __ ______ 
1 
it or not, this nation will be faced 
with significant military decisions 
in the coming years. ROT.C can 
help insure that those decisions are 
made not by a "military elite," but 
by officers who fully represent 
American society and\ are aware of 
the full perspective of American 
culture. 
Linson points out that colleges can 
demand that the courses measure 
up to the institution's normal 
standards, and can insist on teach­
ers of high quality. 
Equally unfounded, argues Tpm­
linson, are charges that RO.TC en-
I, 
courages militarism. "Without 
ROTC," he notes, "the Pentagon 
would be forced into a massive ex­
pansion of military academies," 
inevitably resulting in precisely the 
kind of militaristic atmosphere th·at 
ROTC critics clairp to be opposing. 
'Choose a look. 
Norelco will help 
you keep it. 
Choose any look. Make it yours. Then Nore!co will help you keep It. 
Because no matter which look you choose, your beard still grows. 
It still needs to be trimmed and shaved. Norelco handles that. 
Its pop-up trimmer will keep your whiskers and sideburns 
shaped the way you want them. The 3 floating heads will 
shave the parts of your face you want shaved. And Inside 
the floating heads are 18 self-sharpening blades that 
shave as close or closer than a blade every day. With­
out nicks or cuts. The Norelco unique rotary action 
keeps the blades sharp while it strokes off wh�kers. 
Every time you shave. 
Then when you're finished, you Just snap off 
the heads for easy cleaning. 
The Norelco Rechargeable Tripleheader 45CT will 
help you keep your look anywhere. For up to three 
weeks. Because It giyes you almost twice as many shaves 
per charge as any other rechargeable. 
The Norelco Tripleheader comes In a cord model as 
well as the Rechargeable. Both give the same close shaves. 
Look them over. The choice is yours. 
.· ':\,,,,-... 
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FOLKLORE Book Review . . . Pence Forum 
(Continued from Page 4) 
The Religion and Arts Commit- self immensely during all the riot- Two young peace organizers have 
tee of Central Presbyterian Church, ing. Whenever there was any joined a U.S. Senator and a Con­
Park Avenue and 64th Street, are trouble I stocked up for lunch in gressrnan in a 30-minute radio spe­
sponsoring a Family Thanksgiving the office. From then on the big- cial "Military Spending and the 
Dinner for its membership and gest problem was whether to have Pentagon," to be sponsored by the 
their friends, on Sunday, No,-em- sardines or pate de fois gras."** Student Forum on International 
ber 23rd, at 1 :00 o'clock. The plight of the students at Order and World ·Peace on 511 col-
I'd Rather Be Right Than ... 
By HERB ROTHMAN 
This dinner will be followed by Berkeley, Wisconsin, Chicago, and lege and university racl:io stations. 
a Program of Songs, Folklore other campuses th.rough.out the U.S. Sen. William B. Saxbe (R.- There is a dissidenc� pn the right. This ideological schism is 
Demonstration of Authentic Amer- country, is depicted as the authors Ohio); Rep. John Conyers, Jr. (D.- comprised of many factions - traditionalist, libertarian, fusionist, and, 
ican Indian Instruments. given by relate the administrative resistance Mich); Nancy Clark Duncan, Ra- that group which finds itself on all sides of the ideological triangle, 
ROTE CASELLA, mezzo-soprano students encountered in response pidan, Va., a Student Forum con- anarchist. A knowledge of two of these factions, traditionalist and 
and narrator. This program is pre- to their-proposals for change. Por- sultant; and Marguerite Sklencar, libertarian, is important in order to understand the conservative 
sented by Miss Casella to bring traying the moments of pathos and Washington, D.C., one of fow· na- movement. 
alive the music of the American irony in the campus events, the tional Moratorium coordinators, ru:e The traditionalist conservath•e is satisfied with the status quo. 
Indian and place him in proper two young journalists see the pres- participating in the recorded dis- He is happiest in a world without change; he opposes change - in 
perspective to the total cultural ident in a situation where he needs cussion being distributed for use fact fights it. The New York State Conservative Party is comprised 
heritage of our nation. a scapegoat, but his options are beginning Oct. 31. mainly of the traditionalist element. It opposes all things that, by 
"It is encouraging to see over- limited. He cannot blan1e the fac- "The Forum is sponsoring the definition of the word "conservative," it should champion. Traditional-
due recognition given to the Amer- ulty for the turmoil, since he serves radio special in order to draw at- ists have fixed impression's of what a conservative should look like 
-
ican Indian for his gifts in de- at their pleasure; he cam1ot blrune tention to the long-term national sho1t hair, clean shaven, (sligh
t moustache allowed, if it does not 
sign, symbolism, costumes and the_ legislator� which hold his_ purse policy questions which are being extend beyond the lip) three-piece suit, spit-shined shoes, etc. The 
music," said Miss Casella in a re- strmgs; he w11l not blame himself. confronted by students as an out- traditionalist conservative has fixed impression of what is right 
cent interview. Rote Casella, ". · · Thaj; leaves only one scape- growth of campus Moratorium dis- (usually far right) and what is wrong. According to his logic, alcohol 
whose Cherokee Indian nan1e "Ho- goat - the student�. And whether cussions," William Sheehan, Forum and cigarettes '.1're acceptable, marijuana is not; pregnancy is (ex­
te-ma-we" means Mocking Bird, the students are nght or wrong program director, stated. cept for unmarrieds) and abortion is not; forced slavery (bette1· known 
wears the costume of the Plains on any given i�sue is irrelevant. Produced by Moderator Bi:oad- as mil!tary conscription) is, a complete volunteer army is not. hetero­
Indian in her peiformance and They must lose simply because they casting, with Jack Banning as host, -se�uahty is, homosexuality is not; total obedience to the law (however 
introduces each of her songs with are students," write the authors. the program deals with the issues 
unJust the law may sometime be) is and peaceful protest is not. Un­
a folk-tale story against the back- At the same time the authors presented in American Militaris·m: fortunately the traditionalist conservative views all those who a
o-ree 
ground of a stage decorated with !re equally critical_ of the faculty. 1970, a Viking Press paperbook re- with_ his. narrow-rn0ded philosophy as being right and all those opp�sed 
authentic American Indian aiti- The modern Amencan professor," port of the Congressional Confer- to his VIews as bemg wrong. To be wrong -on the traditionalist right 
facts. Some of the songs she will th_ey observe, "has beco1:1e an ad- ence on the Military Budget and automatic.ally means that you are either a "koo�, pinko, or commie" 
be performing with her oWJ1 ac- nurer of stu?ents more m the ab- National Priorities held last March (N.Y. Daily News, October 15, 1969, Editorial). There is little or no 
eompaniment of drums and rattles stract than m the flesh . . .  The in Washington. Both Conyers and tolerance in the traditionalist camp
. 
are the "Blanket Wooing Song" 1,:iodern profe_ssor s�ends as little Saxbe were conference sponsors. The libeartarian, however, is a free thinker. He believes that "Con­
(Zuni); "Spirit Dance Song" time as poss1b:e With �ndergrad- The Forum is a New York City- gress s)iall make no law abridging the rights of.the people .. .'' period. 
(Sioux); "Firemaking Song" (Apa- uates · · . · He s . a . mobile father, based national student group con- He believes that government, whether it be federal, state or local, 
che); and a "Hopi Lullaby. " who, wlule ach1evm� fame and cerned with substantive reform of �hould not tell him where to live, who his friends should be, what he 
Miss Casella has presented con-
fortune . downtown, bristles at the undergraduate and graduate world 1s allowed to drink, smoke or eat, whether his girl friend must have 
certs throughout the United States, 
sugg_es�IOn that h� should be res- affairs curricula. It sponsored a the b3:by (it is her decision and only her decision to make), which way 
-appears frE!quently on radio and 
pons-Lb le for the kids at ho1'.1-e.'' As 1969 summer training program, for !o sWing sexually, how he should dress, look, or speak. He believes 
television, and was a soloist with 
a result, the auth0:·s defme the campus peace organizers, 20 of m the superiority of only one race - the human race. He differs 
the NBC Symphony and the Little 
"ugly self?erpe!uatrn� cycle" of whom are now working on 14 cam- fro� t�e new leftist in only one way - he advocates change through 
Orchestra Society of New York 
stuclent
_ 
uniest 111 whic� faculty puses. They are seeking to trans- leg!sl�tion �d _not through revolution. Although he opposes con­
City. 
members, once sympathetic to s�- late student dissatisfaction with str1ct�ng leg1slat10n, he 1:ealizes, nonetheless, that this is the only way 
d�nt ?ff-campu� causes become rn- the present teaching of war/peace to brn:g about constructive change. The "ends" of the libertarian con-There will also be a Trading creasn:gly hostile as the demands issues into a specific effort to servat1ve and the new leftist are basically the same - only the Post which will be open following move rnto the classroom. change· the focus of world affairs "means" differ. the Program of Songs, Crafts from Rog�r Rapop�1·t, twent?-thr�e, education to a problem-solving, in- �1e libertarian persists in today's .political structure, despite the Chippewa-Cree, tribes of Mon- was !?0a�uate� from the yruve1:s1ty terdisciplinary approach to peace- o:·gamzed attempts on the pa1t of intolerant traditionalists to purge tana will be on display, · of M1clugan m _1968. H�s articles building. - 1nm from national or statewide conservative movements. He has infil-
Pianist ... 
(Conthrned from Page 4) 
worth, the Society's Artistic Direc­
tor, will perform Handel's A M;ajor 
Trio Sonata for Two Violin.is and 
Continua. 
On Saturday night (November 
29th), ¥r. Perahia will play 4 
Schubert Impromptus (Opus 90) 
and will join Miss Robison Syl­
vester in 2 Mozart Sonatas and 
Mr. Trampler in a Sonata by 
Brahams. The Beethoven .C. Minor 
Trio for Violin, Viola and 'Cello, 
pel"fon11ecl by Miss Carmirelli with 
Messrs. Trampler and Parnas, will 
complete the program. 
FRIDAY, NOV. 28th at 8:30.P.M.: 
Alice Tully Hall (65th St. ·and 
Broadway) 
have, appeared m Esqmre, Look, ------ trated (a good traditionalist word) the United States Senate Co11-
Harper's �d _other periodicals. gress, and the various state and local legislatures. Tho libe-1'.tarian 
�aurence Je K1rshbaum, �wen�y- Theatre Lecture bills are just now coming to the floor. On the national level the liber-f1ve, �ls? attended th� U1:1vers1ty tarian has proposed the following: 
of M1ch1gan, graduatmg m 1966. Mail orders are now being ac- The Volunteer Military Act of 1968. A lottery system of con-
He was a reporter !or Newsweek cepted for two lectures to be given scription, although fairer than our present system, is �till conscription­
for two years_ and :s . curr�ntly a by Jerzy Grotowski, Director of let us not forget that. They have also introduced legislation asking 
fr�e-l�nce wnter hv�ng 1:1 San the Polish Laboratory Theatre, at for t�e legalization of marijuana, and a more constructive Social 
Franc1�co .. Both autho1s wo1_ke? on the Brqoklyn Academy of Music Secunty program. th�· ed1to1:1al staff ?f 'the M1ch_1gan on November 22 and · 30 at 3:00 On the New York State level the libe1tarian has proposed: 
J:?aily wlu_le _attendmg the Umver- p.m. . Abo1tion reform legisl\i.tion, not only in cases of rape and incest 
s1t_y' of M1ch1gan,. Mr. Rapoport as Mr. Grotowski will speak on or if the pregnancy is harmful to the health of the mother, but when­
ed:tor an? Mr. I�1rshbaum as man- various aspects of theatre and will eve; a woman wants it. Who the hell does the State think it is by 
agrng editor. devote substantial time to ques- trymg to tell a woman she must bear her baby whether she wants to 
tions and answers. At the. Novem- or not. This legislation was "aborted'  by the "conservative" members 
ber 22 lecture he will discuss the of the State Assembly. It is a moot point whether these noble assembly­
relatio1J.ship between his work and men a1·e _w:oyking !or their constituent, or becaus� of an antiquated 
that of Stanislavski. 01urch wh_ich contmues to lobby strongly because 1t refuses to recog-
Library Deficient . . .
(Continued from Page 2) 
fesse'd disgust ove1· the library's 
shortcomings. 
In some areas the library is 
woefully lacking or embarrassingly 
out of elate. 
Tickets are $5.00 and can be ruz_. that its do�a n_ee_ds ,,revision. The libertarian introduced com­
pw:chasecl by sending checks to the mumty conti·ol leg1slat1on ( Oh my heavens, Eartha, I thought 'power 
Brooklyn Academy of Music 30 to the people' was a new left idea'' )  which, at the time, included a 
Lafayette Avenue Brooklyn 1'1217 good, workable school decentralization p'roposal (Recipe for chaos: 
or at the Acad�my box offjce. t�ke one good sch?,°! clecentraliza�ion proposal written �y a conser:7a­
Orders will be held at the box tiye, an� add one good, progressive liberal" Mayor to implement 1t). 
office upon request. L1bertan�ns have recommended liberalization (if the English language 1-------------1 could chum one word as the height of bastardization, this is it) of 
DL 75143 
The Twenties and the Thir- , 
ties come roaring back with 
the banjos, brass, and 
· brawling blues of today's 
ne w GREAT METROPOLI• 
TAN STEAM BAND. Every
night is  party night with the 
rousing good-time music of 
THE GREAT METROPOLI­
. TAN STEAM BAND. Dig It. 




the State Penal Code in dealing wtili narcotics offenders and homo­
sexuals. 
On the _local level, libe1tarians have implemented legislation to 
�as� oppress1Je re�t contr�l. Remember, this is the only World War II 
p�1ce fr_eeze which h�sn t thawed out because of political pressure. 
�1th pnces skYJ:oc�etmg everywhere, is it any wonder that over 
fifty thousand bu1ldrngs have been abandoned in New York City over 
the pa�t year because l�dlords could not make ends meet. The obvious 
result 1s a severe housmg shortage which could be alleviated if these 
buildings were restored to the free market system. Libe1tarians have 
als� attempU;cl_ to revise th_e present comt procedure and will be pro­
posmg a reVIs1on of the City Charter making the City Council more 
representative of the people . 
. 
If you would like _to �ow m?re about libertarianism - its goals, 
behefs and future legislation, wnte to me in care of this newspaper. 
Research ... 
(Continued from Page 1) 
approximll,tions were made: 
Gender composition: 91 % male, 
9% female. 
Marital status: 35% single; 63% 
married 
Primary age categories: 25-24 
years ( 56 % ) , under 25 years; 
(31 % ) , 35-44 yea1·s (9%), 46 
and over (4%) 
In response to a question asking 
what programs should be estab­
lish d most inclicat d a desire to 
have the college provide a listing 
of typi ts to do work. (Note: Ap­
parently nothing has been done re 
this matter since then). Too a 
sizable interest was evinced for' in-
formal student-faculty "get to­
gethers," a research-oriented in­
troduction to effective library use, 
and a voluntary course in reading 
skills. (No programs have suc­
cessfully resulted). 
In answer to a · query 1·elating 
to other services the graduate com­
munity deemed important, the item 
receiving greatest attention was 
Theatr ticket service, specializa­
t1on clubs, graduate student pub­
lication, use of gym, and apatt­
ment listings figured prominently. 
Ironically, the1·e was only meager 
intere;t in graduate slµd nt gov-
rnment. 
If you can be of any assistance 
to l\fiss Epstein, she may be con­
tacted through box 910, c/o Baruch 
College. 
Monday, ovember 17, 1969 
Virgil Fox At Philhormonic 
"Fon-Fore for Orgon" 
T H E  R EP O R T E R
Club News 
HPA 




THE CH.AMBER MUSIC 
SOCIETY OF LINCOLN 
CENTER 
The uniquely French contribution to the status and re­
pertoire of the organ through 3 centuries will be surveyed 
by Virgil Fox at New York's Philharmonic Hall Tuesday 
night (November 25th) in the second concert of his series 
"Fan-Fare for Organ," which began last month and con­
tinues thl'Ough next Febraury. 
Environment 
Teach-In 
Titled "The Gallic Greats," this 
week's Fox program will focus 
particularly on French music of 
the late 19th and early 20th Cen­
tm·ies, the period dui-ing which the 
French composers, exploiting the 
resources of the new Calvaille-Coll WASH! GTON, D.C. - The 
organs in detail as well as in bulk date for next spring's National 
and utilizhlg the classic forms in Teach-In on the Crisis of the En­
a new and vital way, developed vironrnent being planned for col­
the concept of the organ sym- lege campuses across the country 
phony and established the g1:eatest will be Wednesday, April 22, 1970, 
national school of organ music. it was announced today. 
rewman Club of the day session 
and the Dante Society of evening 
session have announced that they 
are co-sponsoring a Ski. Trip to 
be held on Saturday- Monday, De­
cember 27-29 at the Nemerson 
Hotel in South Fallsburg, New 
York. The price of the trip, which 
includes round trip transportation 
from the school, four meals, use 
of ski equipment, ski instruction, 
and a cocktail party on Satm·day 
evening, is $50. This money will 
be collected until Friday, Decem­
ber 7. For further information, see 
Angela Previte in the House Plan 
Office, Room 316 of the Student 
Center, or call MI 7-3645. 
The Graduate Marketing Society 1 · ____________ __, 
received a list of suggested speak­
er topics at its recent meeting in 
the Student Union building_ 
Those proposed for consideration 
were: 
-"ThJ Marketing of Franchises" 
-"Airlines: the Marketing of 
Gimmicks in Lieu of Utility" 
-"Pepsi Cola's Response to the 
Cyclamate Decision" 
-"New Product Development 
(e.g. at General Mills, Nabis­
co and General Foods) 
-"The Marketing of Banking 
Services" 
-"Marketing to the Black Con-
sume?' 
Charles Wadsworth, Artistic Dir. 
Pina Carmirelli, Charles Treger, 
violin; Walter Trampler, viola; 
Leslie Parnas, violoncello; Paula 
Robison Sylvester, flute; Murray 
Perahia, piano; Charles Wads­
worth, harpsichord. 
I. Serenade (Flute, Violin and 
Viola) .............. Beethoven 
II. Fantasy Pieces, Op. 12 (Piano 
' Solo) ............... Schumann 
- Inteimission -
III. Trio Sonata in A Major (Two 
Violins and Continuo) .. Handel 
IV. Quartet in G Minor (Piano and 
Strings) .............. Brahms 
CHESS 
The Teach-In objective is to Among the landmark vrorks of this 
mobilize the constructive energies by Frank Hoclges time which Mr. Fox will play are 
of American youth in a massive In all competitive events, there two by legendary composer-organ-




g !�: �.��:i��: lution and destruction of the en- in chess, strengths range from 
and Fugue in G Minor" of Marcel vironment, according to Senator Amateur to Master, international 
Gaylord Nelson, Wisconsin Demo- master to International Grand­Dupre, with whom Fox studied at 
crat, and Co_ngre_ssman Pe_te Mc- master I Albin Planing, a virtually St. Sulpice in Paris, and the Sec- bl ond Organ Symphony (in E Minor) Closkey, Califorma Repu io
an. . unheard of master, brilliantly soared 
of Louis Vierne, with whom he Nelson and McCloskey, who WIil to international grandmaster by 
stuclied at Notre Dame. serv� as co-chairmen of th� 
non- placing first in the Vidman Me-
An 18th Century "Noel" by partisan Teach-In effort, said 
that morial tournament held in August 
on the Teach-In day students, of this year. The probability of Louis Claude Daquhl, organiSt at scientists, community an_d other doing this is about 1 in 100,000,· the Chapel Royal in Versailles ai1d d the gTeat rival of Rameau, will leaders, �acuity 
,an e�V1ronmen- of doing it brillianty, 'next to im-
open Tuesday night's program, tali�ts \V1ll meet to discuss �he possible! 
which will include also the first en
VIronmental _threat to_ Amer�ca Below is a game against I.G.M. 
and to the nation's quality of hfe Unzicker in which the Planing of the great organ symphonies, the in a local and national educative orio-inality is -dazzling. brilliant "Grande Piece Symphoni- .,. 
que" of Cesar Franck, who had ef��;· Teach-Ins will be shaped LJUpLJANA, 1969 been Vierne's teacher. Tv,entieth campus by campus by student ini- Albin PlaJ1ing 
Centm-y French music will be rep- tiative, and may take the form of Yugoslavi": resented by an excerpt from the symposiums, convocations, panel Wolfgang Unz1ckea mystic, avant-garde Nativity Suite discussions or a combination of West Germany ' 
of Olivier Messaien, another dis- these. 1. P-K4 PK4 tinguished Dupre pupil. Nelson and McCloskey reported 2. NKB3 NYB3 
TUESDAY, NOV. 25th at 8 :30 that formation of a student-direct- 3. BN5 PQR3 
P.M.: PHILHAR MONIC HALL ed National Teach-In staff, com- 4. BR4 NB3 
(L C mittee and office in Washington 5. 0-0 PQN4 incoln enter) 
will be completed within a week. 6. B-N3 BN2 
SECOND CONCERT OF The national office will serve as Here Planing totally ignores 
SUBSCRIPTION SERIES a communications and service cen- the ganrnt of theoretically correct 
"FAN-FARE ,FOR ORGAN" ter and as an organizational stim- moves : 6 . . .  B-B4, 6 . . . PQ3, 
Virgil Fox, Organist ulus for individual campus Teach- 6 . . . NXP and 6 . _ . BK2. He 
The .Gallic Greats Ins. . . chooses to build up pressure on 
I. Noel X in G ("Echo") . . . . . . . . 
The co-chan-:tnen pomted out that white's king Pa,vn . 
the success of the National Teach-







G Mi pus by campus. 
7. -- BK2 
III. Prelu e an gue m . � The goal by January, according 8. PB3 0-0 
nor ............ Marcel Dupre to th co-chaiTmen is to have ac- 9. RKl PR3 IV. Di7u_ �armi �ous, �rom "La tive ;Janning effoi�s for the April 10. QN-Q2 RKl 
NatiV1te du Seigneur ....... 22nd Teach-In underway on al-1 of 11. P-Q4 B-KBl! 
Olivier Messia7n . the nation's campuses. 12. PQ5 NQRY. 
- Intermission - The co-chairmen said that prep- 13· BB2 PBS 
V. Symphony No. 2 in � �inor aratory to the Teach-In , they 'are 14. PXP BXP 
for Organ, Op. 20 .. Louis V1erne asking students to undertake a 15. NBl QB2 
f 16. NN3 PQ4 
Negro College . . .  
(Continued from Page 1) 
quarter of a cel).tury the United 
egro College Fund has worked 
to provide young- bla_ck students 
with a first-rate education to 
enable them 'to do their thing' to-
wards a better world." 
Today, the UNCF's 36 member 
schools have become one of the 
most important single sources of 
education for young black men and 
women. With a current enrollment 
of more than 45,000 students, their 
graduates include nearly 85% of 
the nation's black physicians, 
three-quarters of all the I 
com1ti-y's 
Ph.D.'s and many of the top leaders 
of the black community. 
Clll"rently in its 1969 fm1d drive, 
the United Negro College Fund 
has set a national goal of $7.5 mil­
lion. The money raised is ear­
marked for scholarships and other 
financial-aid programs for stu­
dents, for _faculty salaries, for 
teaching equipment, libraries and 
for continued development of re-
medial programs. 
Mrs Pate is the former presi­
dent �f Sweet Briar College and 
the widow of Maurice Pate, found­
er and until his death executive 
director of UNICEF. 
comprehensive inyentciry ,o en- 17 _ QK2 QRQl vironmental problems on their 18 _ NQ2 PNS campus, in their community, and 





-����-men stressed the 20- NKS NXN 
importance of student initiative 2-1. QXN PXP 
and leadership to the success of 22. NX P NQ4 
the Teach-In. "It is the present 23. QN3 RK3 
�:;1�r; �:�:�: t:����a!���i!�i::: il !it !Rf
and this generation '"whose com- 27_ NBl QBS mitment will determine whether we 
reverse the present trends toward 28. QN3 R/3 Kl 
dirty water, air and a fouled land-
��: !'.rfs i�� sc
���pefully, our young people, 31. QRQI PN4 
in a day of nationwide environmen- 32. QB7 RQ2 
ta! review, will set specific goals 33. QN6 NBl 
for the 70's, goals for a decade of 34. QR5 PB5 
national effort which will recog- 35. NN4 Ql34 
nize that environmental quality 36. PKR3 PKR4 
deserves the same priorities of ex- :�: �:f :��2 (Continued on Page 8) 39_ BB2 BB4 
Bomb ... 
(Continued from Page 3) 
Dr. Keller - "I feel that the 
scare was related to the morato­
rium so that the students could get 
an early stait for the March on 
Washington.'  
Mr. Gorenberg - "I took it 
seriously because the school would 
not inten-upt mid-terms for a fire 
drill.'' 
Nat Slavin - "I feel disgusted 
because it had two midterms which 
I couldn't take.'' 
Al Heyward - "I hope the bomb 
scare wasn't related to the mora­
torium but I'm �frai� it is. I sup­
port the moratormm. 
40. NB3 . NN3 
41. NQ4 QB3 
42. PQN3 PKN5 
43. PXP PKP 
44. BR3 PN6! 
45. RQ2 BXN! 
46. PXB QR3 
47. QB3 PN5! 
48. BXNP NQ4 
49. QB3 ,NXB 
50. BXP+ KRl 
51. PQ5 NXQP 
52. Resings 
White is a piece down without 
compensation. 




-Sears Roebuck: Their Mar-
- keting Concept" 
-"The Pornogfaphy Market" 
-"Government Influences on 
Marketing" 
-"The Interuational Business­
man as Engineer and Techno­
crat" 
An attempt is befog made to 
engage speakers, in the second or 




NEW· YORK - Th� renowned 
educator and child psycllolcigist, 
Dr. Bruno Bettelheim, and a lead­
ing intellectual of the Israeli Kib­
butz Movement, Muki Tsur, will 
inaugurate the first in a series of 
Round Table discussions presented 
by the Arperican Histadiut Cul­
tural Exchange Institute on Sun­
SATURDAY, NOV. 29th at 9:00 
P.M.: ALICE TULLY HALL 
(65th Street and Broadway) 
Pina Carmirelli, Charles Treger, 
violin; Walter Trampler, viola; 
Leslie Parnas, violoncello; Paula 
Robison Sylveste1', flute; Mm·ray 
Perahia,. piano. 
I. Trio in C Minor, Op. 9, No.1 3 
(Violin, Viola and 'Cello) .. i .'. 
Beethoven 
II. Four Il'npromptus; Op. 90 (Piano 
Solo) ................ Schu?ett 
. - Intermission -
III. Sonatas K. 13, K. 14 (Flute 
and Piano) ............ Mozart 
IV. Sonata in F Minor (Viola and 
Piano) ................ Brahms 
Grad. Loan 
Pessimistic 
day November 23rd, 1969 at 2:00 The prospect of Baruch's Grad­
P.M. in the Joseph Schlossberg uate Student Association (GSA) 
Auditoi'ium at 33 East 67th Street, providing a $3000 loan to assist 
New Yoi�< City. Brooklyn College's (BC) graduate 
The topic of the afternoon's dis- in their suit against the Board of 
cussion will be "Kibbutz : Dream Higher Education seems to be on 
and Reality," an analysis of the verge of collapse. 
Israel's unique collective settle- Members of GSA's Board of 
ments which have been a hall- Governors were in major agree­
mark of the country's social de- rnent to extend the money feeling ' 
velopment for sixty years. it in the best interests of graduate 
Dr. Bettelheim's provocatjve students here and throughout the 
book, Children of the Dream, an CUNY system. The issue was 
exploration into the effects of co'm- given thorough debate and investi­
munal childrearing in- the Israeli gation here but difficulties de­
kibbutzim and its possible impliea- veloped at BC when_ the GSA re­
tions for American education, will quired that the nan,1es of Brooklyn 
be used as background for the dis- College student officials be af­
cussion. Mr. Tsur, a m�mber of fixed, to the lo'an instrument. 
Ein Gev, a kibbutz on the shore of Speaker Program 
the Sea of Galilee, will ,;pres13nt an It was learned that the GSA 
insider's view of kibbutz life and intends to seek prominent speakers its relevance to world social prob- to address the studentship, i1l the lems. ' near future. Their treasury cure 
Moderated by Rabbi Seymour rently contains about $6000. Plans 
Dresner of Spi-ingfielcl, New J er- are evolvhlg which would permit 
sey, the Round Table will feature the GSA and specinlty clubs ( e.g. 
audience participation. Tickets at the Graduate Marketing Society} 
$3.50 each may be obtained from to jointly spQnsor these addresses� 
the American Histadiut Cultural ,vith GSA providing funds and the 
Exchange Institute, 33 East 67th clubs furnishing the organiza-­
Street, New York City. Co-spon- tional/promotional aspects. 
sors of 'this initial · Round Table This will be one of the items for 
are the Israel Histadiut Associates consideration at the GSA's next 
and the American Habonim Asso- meeting, on Wednesday of this 







vou·cAN EARN ENOUGH 
MONEY WHILE ATTENDING 
SCHOOL TO DO YOUR OWN 
THING. 
• • . . · Investor Centers is an aggressive investment 
banking firm that can provide you with an attractive 
money making opportunity in your spare time. We 
will train you to become licensed as a registered re­
presentative and work in the exciting and lucrative 
field of stocks and mutual funds. If your motivation 
is high and want to discuss where you might fit in, 
please call Barry Stein 591-2200. 
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Cagers P-lay At Ho,me Fri. 
Night With Fas,hio in lnsti1tute
Baruch Evening Session Team 
Beaten By Cathedral In Opener 
The Baruch Evening Session basketball team will be 
looking for its first victory of the year Friday night when 
minutes and went on it hosts the Fashion Institute of Technology in Hansen 
Hansen Hall, Friday Hall starting at 7:30. 
By B RT BEAGLE 
Cathedral College broke open a clos_e game in the final seven 
to defeat the Baruch Evening Session basketnall team, 82-69, in 
night. It was the opening game for both schools. In its opener last Friday BaruchC.:•------------­
It was also the first meetinga>•------------------------
-
was beaten by Cathedral College. 
This will be the opening game for 
the Tigers whose only previous 
action has been against their 
Alumni. 
At center is Frank Holloway 
who goes 6-4 and 212 lbs. He is 
considered a tough rebounder, 
good shooter and excellent ball­
handler. Willie Redd, a 6-3 fresh­
man, will be at one forward spot. 
The other spot is a tossup between 
freshman Joe Moore, 6-2 and 
Dave Lynch, the other letterman, 
who is 6-1. 
between the schools since 1961. At 
that time Cathedral was a two­
year school. Now it's a four-year 
Liberal Arts College. In that 1961 
game Cathedral also beat Baruch, 
81-73, to snap a nine-game win­
ning streak for the Evening team. 
It was Baruch's only loss · tha.t 
year. 
Trailing 45-39 at the half Fri­
day night, Baruch rallied to go 
ahead three times early in the 
second half. Jerry Cohen, John 
Sopack and Allan Portnoy led a 
10-2 Baruch spurt at the sta1t of 
the half that put the home club 
in front, 49-47. Tom McGrai! tied 
the game with a sho1t-jump shot, 
but Cohen's jumper put Baruch 
back in front. John Munday tied 
the game and Portnoy came right 
back with a one-hande1· to keep 
the lead at two. But that was to 
be the last lead for the home 
club. 
The Douglaston team ran off 
six straight points on three quick 
fast - break baskets by John 
Fencik, Dave Grimmer and Fencik 
again. 
Baruch was still in the game 
trailing only 62-59 with just un­
der eight minutes left. Another 
run of six straight points broke 
the game open. With three inin­
utes left a six-point burst put the 
game out of reach. 
Baruch Starts Fast 
Cathedral opened the game with 
a 2-1-2 zone defense which Baruch 
found to its liking. Working for 
the good shot, Baruch ma�e five 
of its first eight attempts to go 
ahead, 10-2. Cohen and Genaro 
Ortiz each hit two outside jumpers 
and Jeff Honig scored from the 
corner in the drive. 
The outside shooting forced 
Cathedral to switch to man-to-man 
defense and even reso1t to a press. 
Gradually they wore down the 
Baruch lead with some good shoot­
ing from around the foul circle. 
Fencik, who was the leading play­
er in the game with 31 points and 
20 rebounds, put in a rebound to 
give Cathedral its first lead, 
I 
REPORTER'S SHEBA IS THE ANSWER 
TO TICK.ER'S DEMENTED 
Environment .Teach-In 
(Continued from Page 7) something for the quality of life in 
penditure as did the moon-shot this country. 
,effort of the 60's," the co-chair- According to Nelson and Mc-
111en continued. Closkey, it is hoped the Teach-In 
"It is appropriate, by the 200th will deeply involve communities, 
anniversary of the founding of environmentally-concerned organi­
this nation in 1976, that we be zations, and high school and grade 
well on our way to solving the schools levels, as well as college 
problems of population growth and students. 
the preservation of clean air, water "More than any other issue in 
and open space. The key to achieve- this country today, the environ­
ment of this result lies in mobil- mental concern cuts across gene­
izing the idealism, the motivation, ration, political parties, and atti­
and the energies of this student tudes, and we anticipate that a 
generation. We are confident that successful National Teach-In will 
they are ready, able and willing involve more diverse elements of 
to do the job." our society working toward a com-
Nelson and McCloskey noted mon goal than this country has 
their conviction that environmen- ever seen before,'' the co-chairmen 
ta! problems now rank with Viet- said. 
nam and racism as the major issues N 3Json, an ardent advocate in 
on campus. environmental causes during his 
"The enthusiastic student sup- entire career in public office, is 
port around the country for con- a major spokesman in the U.S. 
servation is a dramatic indication Senate regarding policy on matters 
of this,'' they said. ranging from protection of Ever-
Nelson pointed out that since glades National Park to ending 
he proposed the Teach-In at a automobile air pollution by re­
speech on September 23 in Seattle, quiring a substitute for the inter­
Washington, his office has been nal combustion engine. 
receiving heavy mail and phone Prior to entering Congress, Mc­
calls from around the country, Closkey was a well-known conser­
mostly from students, expressing vation attorney in California, at­
overwhelming support for the tracting national att ntion on a 
Teach-In. citizen fight again AEC power 
As an especially meaningful en- lines in the hills near San Fran­
dorsement, elson cited a $10 con- cisco. In the House, he serves on 
tribution to the Teach-In from an two conservation subcommittees 
American teaching volunteer in and has sponsored a variety of 
Vietnam who said he wanted to do environmental legislation. 
19-18. 
Jerry Cohen's outside shooting 
and Fencik's inside play offset 
each other for the next few min­
utes. Cohen then cooled off wlule 
Fencik stayed hot and the visitors 
ran off a 10-2 spmt .to open up 
a 35-26 lead. They led bi\' as much 
as 13 points before Baruch scored 
the. last seven points of the half 
to make it 45-39. Bill Walker led 
the closing drive. 
Baruch, which hit 46 per cent 
of its shots in the first half, 
could make only 26 per cent in 
the closing half. Cathedral shot 
well in both halves as it worked 
screens effectively to get men free 
for short jump shots. They made 
33 of 63 for 52 per cent. Baruch 
was 26 for 71. 
Cohen Jed Baruch with 26 points 
and six assists. However, no one 
else reached double figures. Port­
noy and Walker had eight each 
and Sopack and Steve Fried seven 
apiece. Sopack's seven rebounds 
were tops for the home club which 
was outrehounded, 47-27. 
· Fencik was 11 for 13 from the 
floor and 9 of 12 from the free 
throw line. He had 18 points in 
the first half, but was kept in 
-check most of the second half 
when Sopack took over the job 
of guarding him. 
Tom McGrail had 14 points and 
12 rebounds and John Munday 12 
points with 8 rebounds. With its 
regular guards sidelined by foul 
trouble, Dave Grimmer came off 
the bench to spark the winners. 
He hit all four floor attempts, 
grabbed five rebounds and fed off 
for two baskets. 
Baruch Coach George Wolfe 
plans no changes in his sta1ting 
fiYe. John Sopack and J.eff Honig 
will operate up front, Allen Po1t­
now at center and captain Jerry 
Cohen and Genaro Ortiz at guard. 
Reserves Steve Fried and William 
Walker will see plenty of action 
too. 
A ew Era 
For several years Baruch easily 
defeated Fashion. But in recent 
"I think we have all the in­
gredients to have a successful sea­
son,'' states Nacinovich. "We have 
good depth at all positions, but 
the only thing that might hu1t us 
is inexperience. If they play like 
a team we should do fairly well." 
years the Tigers' basketball pie- r,,,,,==========="'1 
ture has brightened considerably. 
They have four straight winning 
years and have beaten the Eve­
ning team the last four times. 
Last year Fashion compiled a 
15-10 record· and finished third in 
the Metropolitan Junior College 
League. Playing at Fashion in last 
year's opener, the Evening team 
was run off the comt. However, 
they bounced back from that beat-
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ing to win their next three struts. i.------------�The Tigers have only two hold­
holders, but have come up with 
a strong group of freshmen that 
give Coach Raoul Nacinovich re­
bounding, speed and depth. Lack 
of experience and playing together 
for only a short period of time 
are the visitors two biggest weak­
nesses. 
Letterman Ken Glover, a 6-1 ½ 
guard who averaged five points 
a game as a reserve last sea­
son, is expected to be the leader 
in scoring and assists. Larry 
Golden, a 6-2 freshman, is the other 
guard. 
TO FRENCH TOAST 
Roses are, 
Red, Violets a1·e 
· Blue, the only
Thing t1-ue is my 
Love for you.
-Brouge 
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